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Flesher
BOOK ONE IN THE NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLING SERIES Instant New York Times
bestseller From #1 New York Times bestselling author Sabaa Tahir Amazon's Best
Young Adult Book of 2015 People's Choice Award winner - Favorite Fantasy Bustle's
Best Young Adult Book of 2015 "This novel is a harrowing, haunting reminder of
what it means to be human -- and how hope might be kindled in the midst of
oppression and fear." -- The Washington Post "An Ember in the Ashes could launch
Sabaa Tahir into JK Rowling territoryIt has the addictive quality of The Hunger
Games combined with the fantasy of Harry Potter and the brutality of Game of
Thrones."--Public Radio International "An Ember in the Ashes glows, burns, and
smolders--as beautiful and radiant as it is searing."--Huffington Post "A worthy
novel - and one as brave as its characters." --The New York Times Book Review
Laia is a slave. Elias is a soldier. Neither is free. Under the Martial Empire, defiance
is met with death. Those who do not vow their blood and bodies to the Emperor
risk the execution of their loved ones and the destruction of all they hold dear. It is
in this brutal world, inspired by ancient Rome, that Laia lives with her grandparents
and older brother. The family ekes out an existence in the Empire's impoverished
backstreets. They do not challenge the Empire. They've seen what happens to
those who do. But when Laia's brother is arrested for treason, Laia is forced to
make a decision. In exchange for help from rebels who promise to rescue her
brother, she will risk her life to spy for them from within the Empire's greatest
military academy. There, Laia meets Elias, the school's finest soldier--and secretly,
its most unwilling. Elias wants only to be free of the tyranny he's being trained to
enforce. He and Laia will soon realize that their destinies are intertwined--and that
their choices will change the fate of the Empire itself.

An Ember in the Ashes
Set in the nineteenth century, World Odyssey (The World Duology, #1) follows the
fortunes of three young travelers as each embarks on an epic journey. Their
dramatic adventures span sixteen years and see them engage with Native
American Indians, Barbary Coast pirates, Aborigines, Maoris and Pacific Islanders
as they travel around the world - from America to Africa, from England to the
Canary Islands, to Australia, New Zealand and Samoa. Ambitious American
adventurer Nathan Johnson's journey begins when he runs away to sea to escape a
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violent father. After surviving a shipwreck and enslavement by one of the
indigenous tribes of America's northwest, his stocks rise and he becomes a
successful trader. When Nathan decides to visit Fiji to trade muskets to the
natives, he doesn't know it but his fortunes are about to change again. Sheltered
English missionary Susannah Drake's journey begins after she agrees to
accompany her clergyman father to Fiji to help him run a mission station there.
They endure a nightmare voyage they're lucky to survive. When Susannah finds
herself sexually attracted to a young crewmember, she is forced to choose
between her forbidden desires and the life her father has mapped out for her.
Irrepressible Cockney Jack Halliday's journey begins when he steals hemp from an
unscrupulous employer who owes him outstanding wages. For this he's sentenced
to seven years' hard labor in the British penal colony of New South Wales. Jack
escapes to Fiji only to be tracked down by a bounty hunter employed by the British
Government to round up escaped convicts. After traveling thousands of miles and
experiencing the best and worst that life can offer, these three disparate
individuals eventually end up in the remote archipelago of Fiji, in the South Pacific,
where their lives intersect.

The Book of Deacon
From author Rosemary Sutcliff, author of the classic tale The Eagle of the Ninth,
comes Outcast, the tale of an orphan boy in the ancient world. When a Roman ship
is wrecked off the coast of Britain, an infant, Beric, is the only survivor, saved by
members of a British tribe. They name him Beric and bring him up among them,
until the time comes when they can ignore his ancestry no longer. Then Beric is
cast out from the only home he has ever known and forced to find his one place in
a treacherous world. With illustrations by Richard Kennedy, Outcast is sure to
delight middle grade lovers of historical adventure. "Rosemary Sutcliff's superb
historical imagination never fails." -- The New York Herald Tribune

World Odyssey
From New York Times bestselling and award-winning author Jewell Parker Rhodes
comes a heartbreaking and uplifting tale of survival in the face of Hurricane
Katrina. Twelve-year-old Lanesha lives in a tight-knit community in New Orleans'
Ninth Ward. She doesn't have a fancy house like her uptown family or lots of
friends like the other kids on her street. But what she does have is Mama Ya-Ya,
her fiercely loving caretaker, wise in the ways of the world and able to predict the
future. So when Mama Ya-Ya's visions show a powerful hurricane--Katrina--fast
approaching, it's up to Lanesha to call upon the hope and strength Mama Ya-Ya
has given her to help them both survive the storm. From the New York Times
bestselling author of Ghost Boys and Towers Falling, Ninth Ward is a deeply
emotional story about transformation and a celebration of resilience, friendship,
and family--as only love can define it.

Harrow the Ninth
Discovering his rare ability to summon demons from another world, blacksmith's
apprentice Fletcher practices his skills at a magical academy where he prepares to
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serve his Empire in the war against the Orcs. A first novel. Simultaneous eBook.

ANTIGRAVITY PROPULSION
Fiji is a spellbinding novel of adventure, cultural misunderstandings, religious
conflict and sexual tension set in one of the most exotic and isolated places on
earth. As the pharaohs of ancient Egypt build their mighty pyramids, and Chinese
civilization evolves under the Shang Dynasty, adventurous seafarers from South
East Asia begin to settle the far-flung islands of the South Pacific. The exotic
archipelago of Fiji is one of the last island groups to be discovered and will remain
hidden from the outside world for many centuries to come. By the mid-1800's, Fiji
has become a melting pot of cannibals, warring native tribes, sailors, traders,
prostitutes, escaped convicts and all manner of foreign undesirables. It's in this
hostile environment an innocent young Englishwoman and a worldly American
adventurer find themselves. Susannah Drake, a missionary, questions her calling
to spread God's Word as she's torn between her spiritual and sexual selves. As her
forbidden desires intensify, she turns to the scriptures and prayer to quash the
sinful thoughts - without success. Nathan Johnson arrives to trade muskets to the
Fijians and immediately finds himself at odds with Susannah. She despises him for
introducing the white man's weapons to the very people she is trying to convert
and he pities her for her naivety. Despite their differences, there's an undeniable
chemistry between them. When their lives are suddenly endangered by marauding
cannibals, Susannah and Nathan are forced to rely on each other for their very
survival. Written by father-and-son writing team Lance & James Morcan (authors of
The Orphan Trilogy), Fiji is an historical adventure-romance published by Sterling
Gate Books. A feature film adaptation of Fiji is currently being developed.

Silent Fear
TV reporter Erica Sparks has become a superstar overnight. Is it due to her hard
work and talent, or is she at the center of a spiraling conspiracy? Erica Sparks is a
beautiful and ambitious reporter who has just landed her dream job at Global News
Network in New York. And while it was hard to leave Jenny, her cherished eightyear-old daughter, in the custody of her ex-husband, Erica is determined to
succeed in the cutthroat world of big-time broadcasting. She can only hope her
troubled past won’t come back to sabotage her dreams. Although the wounds from
her divorce are still fresh, Erica can’t deny the chemistry between her and her new
producer, the handsome and empathetic Greg Underwood. But a relationship is the
last thing she wants right now. On her very first assignment, Erica inadvertently
witnesses—and films—a horrific tragedy, scooping all the other networks. Mere
weeks later, another tragedy strikes—again, right in front of Erica and her
cameras. Her career skyrockets overnight, but Erica is troubled. Deeply. This can’t
just be coincidence. But what is it? Erica will stop at nothing to uncover the truth.
But she has to make sure disaster—and her troubled past—don’t catch up with her
first.

The Transhumanist Wager
WARRIORS ROCK! Sixteen-year-old Jericho is psyched when he and his cousin and
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best friend, Josh, are invited to pledge for the Warriors of Distinction, the oldest
and most exclusive club in school. Just being a pledge wins him the attention of
Arielle, one of the hottest girls in his class, whom he's been too shy even to talk to
before now. But as the secret initiation rites grow increasingly humiliating and
force Jericho to make painful choices, he starts to question whether membership in
the Warriors of Distinction is worth it. How far will he have to go to wear the cool
black silk Warriors jacket? How high a price will he have to pay to belong? The
answers are devastating beyond Jericho's imagination.

The Book Thief
Based on the remarkable true story of Irish convict John Graham, WHITE SPIRIT is
an epic historical adventure set in 19th Century Australia. After escaping from the
notorious Moreton Bay Penal Settlement, Graham finds refuge with the Kabi, a
tribe of Aborigines who eventually accept him as one of their own. Attempts to
recapture Graham are orchestrated by a variety of contrasting characters working
for the all-pervasive British Empire. They include Moreton Bay's tyrannical, opiumaddicted commandant Lord Cheetham, the dashing yet warlike Lieutenant Hogan,
native tracker Barega and the penal settlement's captain, Tom Marsden. Marsden's
young daughter Helen, a progressive lady ahead of her time who is both an
egalitarian and a feminist, boldly inserts herself into the clash between the Irish
convict, her father and Moreton Bay's other iron-fisted rulers. Helen complicates
things further when she finds herself in a Pride and Prejudice-style love triangle
with men on opposite sides of the conflict. When Scottish woman Eliza Fraser is
found shipwrecked and close to death in Kabi territory, Graham and his legion of
pursuers, as well as the Irishman's adopted Aboriginal family, are all forced to
navigate a multi-faceted rescue mission. The precarious rendezvous is made all the
more dangerous by Helen Marsden's ethically-driven meddling that often outwits
the men involved. WHITE SPIRIT is not only based on arguably the great Australian
(true) story, a sweeping tale that encapsulates all the nuances of the southern
continent's unique history, it also provides readers with detailed insights into the
tribal life of First Australian (Aboriginal) peoples.

Forging the Darksword
All alone in Argentina, with only a guardian angel, a broken heart and an
abundance of beer for company. With no plans and no time limit, the backpacking
nameless tourist travels not only to Argentina but also across the borders to
Paraguay, Chile and Brazil, through a blur of smoky bars, sexy senoritas, lucky
escapes and magnificent mountains, guided by signs and the mysterious 11:11
Phenomenon. Told in a tangle of cut up twisted timelines; snippets and snapshots
with bustling city and small town backdrops, this beat driven, beer drinking,
spiritual somersault of a true story pushes the boundaries of modern writing to the
limits. If you're looking for something different, then you've just found it. A story for
travellers, truth seekers, free thinkers, and anyone that's been lost after losing
their love. It could have been called 'Drink, Pray, Lust'! A Mind Body Spirit book
with sex, drugs and reggaeton"

Forgotten - The Fate Trilogy
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Charles Stross builds a new series with Empire Games, expanding on the world he
created in the Family Trade series, a new generation of paratime travellers walk
between parallel universes. The year is 2020. It's seventeen years since the
Revolution overthrew the last king of the New British Empire, and the newlyreconstituted North American Commonwealth is developing rapidly, on course to
defeat the French and bring democracy to a troubled world. But Miriam Burgeson,
commissioner in charge of the shadowy Ministry of Intertemporal Research and
Intelligence—the paratime espionage agency tasked with catalyzing the
Commonwealth's great leap forward—has a problem. For years, she's warned
everyone: "The Americans are coming." Now their drones arrive in the middle of a
succession crisis. In another timeline, the U.S. has recruited Miriam's own
estranged daughter to spy across timelines in order to bring down any remaining
world-walkers who might threaten national security. Two nuclear superpowers are
set on a collision course. Two increasingly desperate paratime espionage agencies
try to find a solution to the first contact problem that doesn't result in a nuclear
holocaust. And two women—a mother and her long-lost daughter—are about to
find themselves on opposite sides of the confrontation. At the Publisher's request,
this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Severed Moon
The 10th-anniversary edition of the No. 1 international bestseller and modern
classic beloved by millions of readers HERE IS A SMALL FACT - YOU ARE GOING TO
DIE 1939. Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been
busier. Liesel, a nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on Himmel Street.
Her parents have been taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books.
This is her story and the story of the inhabitants of her street when the bombs
begin to fall. SOME IMPORTANT INFORMATION - THIS NOVEL IS NARRATED BY
DEATH The 10th-anniversary edition features pages of bonus content, including
marked-up manuscript pages, original sketches, and pages from the author's
writing notebook.

Gideon the Ninth
William Golding’s unforgettable classic of boyhood adventure and the savagery of
humanity comes to Penguin Classics in a stunning Graphic Deluxe Edition with a
new foreword by Lois Lowry As provocative today as when it was first published in
1954, Lord of the Flies continues to ignite passionate debate with its startling,
brutal portrait of human nature. William Golding’s compelling story about a group
of very ordinary boys marooned on a coral island has been labeled a parable, an
allegory, a myth, a morality tale, a parody, a political treatise, and even a vision of
the apocalypse. But above all, it has earned its place as one of the indisputable
classics of the twentieth century for readers of any age. This Penguin Classics
Graphic Deluxe Edition features an array of special features to supplement the
novel, including a foreword by Lois Lowry, an introduction by Stephen King, an
essay by E. M. Forster, an essay on teaching and reading the novel and
suggestions for further exploration by scholar Jennifer Buehler, and an extended
note by E. L. Epstein, the publisher of the first American paperback edition of Lord
of the Flies. For more than seventy years, Penguin has been the leading publisher
of classic literature in the English-speaking world. With more than 1,700 titles,
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Penguin Classics represents a global bookshelf of the best works throughout
history and across genres and disciplines. Readers trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by introductions and notes by distinguished scholars
and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date translations by award-winning
translators.

Ninth Ward
In this explosive conclusion to The Orphan Trilogy, the ninth-born orphan's
dramatic story resumes five years after book one, The Ninth Orphan, ends.Having
eluded his former masters at the Omega Agency and escaped his past life as an
operative, Nine has married his soul mate, Isabelle. They've carved out a new life
for themselves, off the grid, in the remote islands of French Polynesia.The
contented couple have a five-year-old son, Francis, who is a chip off the old block
and who has inherited his father's unique DNA. Francis will soon have a sister as
Isabelle is about to give birth to a baby girl.Their idyllic lifestyle is shattered when
Francis is abducted by operatives in the employ of the Omega Agency, the
shadowy organization that brought Nine into the world and once controlled every
aspect of his life. The terrified boy with the unique DNA is dispatched to one of
Omega's underground medical laboratories for scientific testing and
experimentation.Nine is desperate to find Francis before Omega can harm him. He
soon finds he's up against his fellow orphans - all elite operatives as he once was who are under orders to kill him on sight. To overcome them, he must call on all his
former training and skills. His search takes him around the world - from Tahiti to
America, Germany, Greenland and the Congo.To add to Nine's worries, he has a
serious heart condition that requires immediate surgery. The clock is ticking and
he knows he's on borrowed time. It's a race against the clock to find his son before
Omega can harm the boy - and before his heart gives out.Written by father-andson writing team Lance & James Morcan (authors of The Ninth Orphan, The Orphan
Factory and The World Duology), The Orphan Uprising is the third book in The
Orphan Trilogy. A feature film adaptation of The Ninth Orphan is currently being
developed.

A Wizard of Mars
A bewitching journal filled with prompts and quotations from the imagination of
worldwide #1 bestselling author Leigh Bardugo. "We learn to wring magic from the
ordinary.” Find the magic in your life with this year-long journal. On every page you
will find an introspective question to respond to, or an evocative quotation from
the novels of the Grishaverse—a magical world created by bestselling author Leigh
Bardugo. Open your windows to the moon, write down what each prompt or quote
conjures in your mind, and let this journal guide you through 365 days of magical
self reflection. This gorgeously designed journal includes foil accents and a ribbon
bookmark. An Imprint Book

The Fall
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken to become the protegâe of
the mysterious Darkling, who trains her to join the magical elite in the belief that
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she is the Sun Summoner, who can destroy the monsters of the Fold.

Things Fall Apart
From the bestselling authors of The Rose of the Prophet and The Death Gate Cycle,
the first in a majestic saga of magic, fantasy, and adventure In the enchanted
realm of Merilon, magic is life. Born without magical abilities and denied his
birthright, Joram is left for dead. Yet he grows to manhood in a remote country
village, hiding his lack of powers only through constant vigilance and ever more
skillful sleight-of-hand. Forced to kill a man in self-defense, Joram can keep his
secret from the townspeople no longer: he has no magic, no life. Fleeing to the
Outlands, Joram joins the outlawed Technologists, who practice the long forbidden
arts of science. Here he meets the scholarly catalyst Saryon, who has been sent on
a special mission to hunt down a mysterious “dead man” and instead finds himself
in a battle of wits and power with a renegade warlock of the dark Duuk-tsarith
caste. Together, Joram and Saryon begin their quest toward a greater destiny—a
destiny that begins with the discovery of the secret books that will enable them to
overthrow the evil usurper Blachloch . . . and forge the powerful magic-absorbing
Darksword.

Outcast
Ashleigh Starr, known as Ash to all but one, carries a dark secret, punishable by a
fate worse than death. In an apocalyptic world where humanity has been invaded
by a new virus for years, Ash bears the burden of a forbidden love on her
shoulders, the forbidden love of one of the Infected, those her people call the
Fleshers. Fleshers — unclean beings who are believed to be cursed and punished
by their desire to feed on human flesh and blood. Ash spends her days exploring in
the abandoned city outside the walls of her village and gathering bandages for the
man she loves, the man who becomes a flesher at night only to return to human
form at morning. Her only protection from the laws of her village comes from her
ability to keep Garrett a secret in her home and from her blood, which is immune
to the fleshers’ bite and blood. But the day Ash is given a treatment for Garrett is
when their secret love is threatened by the future leader of her village. With two
newfound visitors from the outside, Ash and Garrett escape into the land of the
undead seeking a way to turn their treatment into a cure. But they are pursued by
Lucius, the bloodthirsty future leader, who vows to have his revenge on Garrett for
past wounds. And he won’t stop until he’s killed Ash and felt her immune blood on
his hands.

The Knife of Never Letting Go
"This novel was inspired by the murders of deaf students at Gallaudet University,
one of the world’s most prestigious learning institutions for the deaf, between 1980
and the early 2000’s. The investigating authorities didn’t know if the killings were
‘inside jobs’ and for a time nearly everyone connected to Gallaudet was under
suspicion."--Author's note.

Fiji
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Harrow the Ninth, an Amazon pick for Best SFF of 2020 and the New York Times
and USA Today bestselling sequel to Gideon the Ninth, turns a galaxy inside out as
one necromancer struggles to survive the wreckage of herself aboard the
Emperor's haunted space station. “Lesbian necromancers explore a haunted gothic
palace in space! Decadent nobles vie to serve the deathless emperor! Skeletons!”
—Charles Stross on Gideon the Ninth “Unlike anything I've ever read.” —V.E.
Schwab on Gideon the Ninth “Deft, tense and atmospheric, compellingly immersive
and wildly original.” —The New York Times on Gideon the Ninth She answered the
Emperor's call. She arrived with her arts, her wits, and her only friend. In victory,
her world has turned to ash. After rocking the cosmos with her deathly debut,
Tamsyn Muir continues the story of the penumbral Ninth House in Harrow the
Ninth, a mind-twisting puzzle box of mystery, murder, magic, and mayhem.
Nothing is as it seems in the halls of the Emperor, and the fate of the galaxy rests
on one woman's shoulders. Harrowhark Nonagesimus, last necromancer of the
Ninth House, has been drafted by her Emperor to fight an unwinnable war. Side-byside with a detested rival, Harrow must perfect her skills and become an angel of
undeath — but her health is failing, her sword makes her nauseous, and even her
mind is threatening to betray her. Sealed in the gothic gloom of the Emperor's
Mithraeum with three unfriendly teachers, hunted by the mad ghost of a murdered
planet, Harrow must confront two unwelcome questions: is somebody trying to kill
her? And if they succeeded, would the universe be better off? THE LOCKED TOMB
TRILOGY BOOK 1: Gideon the Ninth BOOK 2: Harrow the Ninth BOOK 3: Alecto the
Ninth At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
Management Software (DRM) applied.

The Newsmakers
THE CATCHER IN THE RYE ENIGMA unearths the mysteries surrounding the 1951
novel The Catcher in the Rye, by J.D. Salinger - arguably the most controversial
book of all time. Nicknamed the 'Bible of teenage angst', the classic novel, which is
frequently labeled immoral by different groups, has been banned in various parts
of America over the decades. However, the main controversy, and indeed the most
common reason for it being banned, was that it either inspired or was associated
with some of the most infamous crimes of the 20th Century. These crimes include
the murder of John Lennon and the attempted assassination of President Reagan.
The allegation directed at Salinger is that he (and/or his publisher) craftily
implanted into the book neurolinguistic passages, or coded messages, that act as
post-hypnotic suggestions or mind control "triggers." In turn, these triggers
enabled CIA handlers to activate Manchurian Candidates for assassinations. Some
conspiracy theorists also believe the novel was part of the CIA's now mostlydeclassified mind control program MK-Ultra, and that while assassins were being
brainwashed they were forced to read the book over and over until it was
embedded in their minds. But given that Salinger's critically acclaimed
masterpiece was one of the biggest selling books of the 20th Century, are the
crimes it was associated with merely happenstance? Today, if a handful of different
murderers had a copy of The Da Vinci Code or a Harry Potter book, or were all
fixated on a similarly popular book, would it even make the news headlines?
Novelists, filmmakers and independent researchers James Morcan & Lance Morcan
investigate these theories and counter arguments in THE CATCHER IN THE RYE
ENIGMA - the fourth book of The Underground Knowledge Series. This balanced
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expose ultimately leaves it up to you, the reader, to decide whether J.D. Salinger's
novel is a "Mind Control Triggering Device" or simply a "Coincidental Literary
Obsession of Criminals" just as this book's subtitle suggests. Besides the criminals
who targeted Lennon and Reagan, THE CATCHER IN THE RYE ENIGMA also details
other deranged individuals who were obsessed with Salinger's book including
stalkers and murderers of leading political figures, film stars and other celebrities.
The idea that assassination codes are buried deep in Salinger's book is one of the
oldest conspiracy theories around and has been explored repeatedly over the
decades with no smoking gun ever found. In fact, many familiar with Catcher
conspiracies may think all the theories have already been proven to be false and
there's no need to drag them up yet again. However, given what the authors have
uncovered in their research for THE CATCHER IN THE RYE ENIGMA - especially the
unique revelations on the history of mind control, the effectiveness of subliminal
messages, the latest scientific studies on the brain, Salinger's underreported
dealings with the Americanized Nazis of Project Paperclip and the recently
declassified documents on real-life Manchurian Candidates - they believe some of
the theories swirling about the classic novel deserve another look. Note that this
title is an extended version of several chapters in The Orphan Conspiracies: 29
Conspiracy Theories from The Orphan Trilogy (Sterling Gate Books, 2014) also by
James & Lance Morcan. The Catcher in the Rye Enigma therefore contains a
combination of new material as well as some recycled material from The Orphan
Conspiracies."

The Ninth Star
Philosopher, entrepreneur, and former National Geographic and New York Times
correspondent Zoltan Istvan presents his visionary novel, The Transhumanist
Wager, as a seminal statement of our times. Scorned by over 500 publishers and
literary agents around the world, his philosophical thriller has been called
"revolutionary" and "socially dangerous" by readers, scholars, and religious
authorities. The novel debuts a challenging original philosophy, which rebuffs
modern civilization by inviting the end of the human species-and declaring the
onset of something greater. Set in the present day, the novel tells the story of
transhumanist Jethro Knights and his unwavering quest for immortality via science
and technology. Fighting against him are fanatical religious groups, economically
depressed governments, and mystic Zoe Bach: a dazzling trauma surgeon and the
love of his life, whose belief in spirituality and the afterlife is absolute. Exiled from
America and reeling from personal tragedy, Knights forges a new nation of willing
scientists on the world's largest seasteading project, Transhumania. When the
world declares war against the floating city, demanding an end to its renegade and
godless transhuman experiments and ambitions, Knights strikes back, leaving the
planet forever changed.

Secret of the Sands
Tal tries to steal a sunstone, but during his act of thievery is thrown off the Castle
of Seven Towers by a powerful Spiritshadow Keeper. He falls down to the iceworld
below, where he is captured by Icecarls. To save his life, he must team up with
Milla - a Shield-Maiden in training - and offer his aid to the nomads.
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CATCHER IN THE RYE ENIGMA
When the Royal Wizard of Westland poisons the king so that his puppet prince can
take the throne and start a continental war, a young squire is forced to run for his
life carrying the powerful sword that his dying monarch burdened him with from
the death bed. Two brothers find a magic ring and start on paths to becoming the
most powerful sort of enemies, while an evil young sorceress unwillingly falls in
love with one of them when he agrees to help her steal a dragon's egg for her
father. Her father just happens to be the Royal Wizard, and despite his daughter's
feelings, he would love nothing more than to sacrifice the boy! All of these
characters, along with the Wolf King of Wildermont, the Lion Lord of Westland, and
a magical hawk named Talon, are on a collision course toward Willa the Witch
Queen's palace in the distant kingdom of Highwander. There the very bedrock is
formed of the powerful magical substance called Wardstone. Who are the heroes?
And will they get there before the Royal Wizard and his evil hordes do? Whatever
happens, the journey will be spectacular, and the confrontation will be cataclysmic.

Empire Games
In the hotly anticipated ninth installment of the Young Wizards series, Kit and Nita
become part of an elite team investigating the mysterious “message in a bottle,”
which holds the first clues to the secrets of the long-lost inhabitants of Mars. But
not even wizardry can help them cope with the strange events that unfold when
the “bottle” is uncorked and a life form from another era emerges. Though the
Martians seem friendly, they have a plan that could change the shape of more than
one world. As the shadow of interplanetary war stretches over both worlds, Kit and
Nita must fight to master the strange and ancient synergy binding them to Mars
and its last inhabitants. If they don’t succeed, the history that left Mars lifeless will
repeat itself on Earth.

The Celestial Saga
DO NOT DOUBT - DO NOT QUESTION - DO NOT LOVE As a child, they took her from
her parents. At eighteen, they will choose her profession. At twenty one, they will
marry her to a stranger. At twenty three, they will grant her a single child. Lark
Finisterre's life under the benevolent Authority is perfect. Free of worries, free of
choice, she knows that she is safe. She knows she should be happy. But she
doesn't know the truth. Lark does not remember Earth, but that has never stopped
her dreaming of it. She was born in Icenii, a shielded colony on the planet Meer,
light years away from the war ravaged home world of her ancestors, but like all
citizens she has grown up with a hope one day to return. For all of her seventeen
years she has followed the rules and precepts of the Authority, obedient and
unquestioning in her loyalty. Until now. On the once peaceful colony, things are
beginning to go wrong and when her best friend disappears Lark will find herself
dragged into dangers she could never have imagined. For beneath Icenii's
perfection lies a terrible secret: At the heart of its peace, a terrible lie. With the
help of Ander, a mysterious survivor shipped from Earth, Lark will discover the
truth - a truth that could set her free or destroy her world forever. The beginning of
a brand new YA trilogy, perfect for fans of dystopian and science fictionWhat
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readers have been saying about The Ninth Star:'A gripping dystopian page turner.
You will not see that ending coming!''Clever plot lines which keep the pages
turning at a rapid rate.''Such a brilliant book. I was gripped from the first page.''A
proper page turner. I couldn't put it down!'

The Novice
The biggest mystery of our era finally gets the balanced and unbiased
investigation it deserves. 'ANTIGRAVITY PROPULSION: Human or Alien
Technologies?' is a far-reaching exploration into the UFO phenomenon that covers
all possible scenarios and discounts nothing. Written by novelists, filmmakers and
independent researchers James Morcan & Lance Morcan, with a foreword by
advanced interstellar propulsion systems expert Grant Hayman and an afterword
by leading scientist and space industry veteran Dr. Takaaki Musha, one of the
great enigmas of all time is examined with equal doses of open-mindedness and
skepticism. This book includes never-before-mentioned accounts of popular UFO
topics like Area 51, Roswell and alien abduction claims, as well as tackling less
reported subjects such as Nazi and Japanese antigravity experiments and even
rarer theories involving quantum physics and lost civilizations of the ancients.
What do all the sightings of UFO's around the world reveal? Who is covering up the
existence of these strange craft in our skies? And are the technologies manmade
or extraterrestrial in origin? Forget what you think you already know and prepare
to be surprised. For those searching for the truth about these exotic technologies
and wanting to know why they are being concealed from the public, ANTIGRAVITY
PROPULSION is a must read.

UNDERGROUND BASES
Publisher: Solstice Publishing Fifteen-year-old Kate Christenson is pretty sure she's
about to experience the worst possible summer at her grandparents' rural farm in
Baudette, Minnesota. Without cable, cell phones, or computers, she is headed for
total isolation and six tedious weeks of boredom. Until the storm. A freak lightning
accident has Kate waking up in 1960. But she is not herself. She's the aunt she
never met but has eerily resembled her entire life. Thrust into living a dirt-poor,
rural farm existence, Kate struggles to make sense of her situation - a boyfriend
with a dark side, a "townie" who steals her heart, and the knowledge that 1960 is
the very summer her aunt drowns in the local river. But was the drowning an
accident or a suicide or something much worse?

The Orphan Uprising
What do the world's superpowers get up to in their secret underground bunkers?
UNDERGROUND BASES: Subterranean Military Facilities and the Cities Beneath Our
Feet, by novelists, filmmakers and independent researchers James Morcan & Lance
Morcan, details confirmed and rumored underground facilities in the United States
and around the world. Containing rare photographic evidence throughout as well
as little-known quotes from key government figures, it makes a compelling case for
there being an enormous hidden world under the Earth's surface. The Morcans
speculate that the covert underground infrastructure may be far bigger than
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anyone has previously supposed and is likely used for the development of
suppressed technologies. Their sources include declassified files, university
reports, WikiLeaks' documents and interviews with ex-military personnel turned
whistleblowers who claim to have worked in "cities below ground." UNDERGROUND
BASES delivers a vast array of facts and theories that ultimately allows readers to
form their own conclusions. The expose covers everything from: the US
Department of Defense's verified evacuation areas beneath the White House and
the Pentagon as well as their acknowledged sites at Mount Weather and Cheyenne
Mountain; underground facilities around the world including Russia's sprawling
Mezhgorye complex and Australia's CIA-managed Pine Gap; the long-forgotten
newspaper headlines which reported that Adolf Hitler and senior SS officers may
have built a Nazi colony beneath Antarctica after WW2; rumors that human-alien
joint ventures are occurring below ground and that kidnapped citizens are being
detained in subterranean prisons for illegal medical experimentation such as
cloning. Why are the Global Elite spending trillions of dollars of their black budgets
to build such vast networks of underground (and undersea and under-ice) sites?
Are they simply preparing for emergencies as per official government
explanations? Do they believe an Armageddon scenario is imminent? Are they
secretly collaborating with extraterrestrials? Or, are they literally creating a
breakaway civilization separate to the rest of humanity? To attempt to address
these and other questions, UNDERGROUND BASES takes readers on a vicarious
journey into miles-deep military bases and other subterranean facilities not known
to the general public."

Linked Through Time
Gideon the Ninth is the first book in the New York Times and USA Today Bestselling
Locked Tomb Trilogy, and one of the Best Books of 2019 according to NPR, the
New York Public Library, Amazon, BookPage, Shelf Awareness, BookRiot, and
Bustle! WINNER of the 2020 Locus Award and Crawford Award Finalist for the 2020
Hugo, Nebula, Dragon, and World Fantasy Awards “Unlike anything I’ve ever read.
” —V.E. Schwab “Lesbian necromancers explore a haunted gothic palace in
space!” —Charles Stross “Deft, tense and atmospheric, compellingly immersive
and wildly original.” —The New York Times The Emperor needs necromancers. The
Ninth Necromancer needs a swordswoman. Gideon has a sword, some dirty
magazines, and no more time for undead nonsense. Tamsyn Muir’s Gideon the
Ninth unveils a solar system of swordplay, cut-throat politics, and lesbian
necromancers. Her characters leap off the page, as skillfully animated as arcane
revenants. The result is a heart-pounding epic science fantasy. Brought up by
unfriendly, ossifying nuns, ancient retainers, and countless skeletons, Gideon is
ready to abandon a life of servitude and an afterlife as a reanimated corpse. She
packs up her sword, her shoes, and her dirty magazines, and prepares to launch
her daring escape. But her childhood nemesis won’t set her free without a service.
Harrowhark Nonagesimus, Reverend Daughter of the Ninth House and bone witch
extraordinaire, has been summoned into action. The Emperor has invited the heirs
to each of his loyal Houses to a deadly trial of wits and skill. If Harrowhark
succeeds she will be become an immortal, all-powerful servant of the Resurrection,
but no necromancer can ascend without their cavalier. Without Gideon’s sword,
Harrow will fail, and the Ninth House will die. Of course, some things are better left
dead. THE LOCKED TOMB TRILOGY BOOK 1: Gideon the Ninth BOOK 2: Harrow the
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Ninth BOOK 3: Alecto the Ninth At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Shadow and Bone
Pursued by power-hungry Prentiss and mad minister Aaron, young Todd and Viola
set out across New World searching for answers about his colony's true past and
seeking a way to warn the ship bringing hopeful settlers from Old World.

Route Number 11
His perseverance unnerved me, scrutinizing my every move like a twisted guardian
angel. Jace waited patiently for me to join him. Like he knew my defiance would
crumble under his intense gaze, which was exactly why I avoided himuntil twilight.
He hijacked my dreams and proved to be a different kind of nightmare – unhinged,
rebellious, and dangerously mouth-watering. “Escape from reality, Gwyneth.
Sometimes life can be too painful to live in, even for immortals,” Jace whispered in
my dream. His heat, fervor, and unrelenting confidence resonated around me
when he closed the gap between us. His lips hovered above mine, waiting for me
to give into him.

The Ninth Sorceress
The Book of Deacon is the first book of The Book of Deacon series by Joseph R.
Lallo. Myranda Celeste’s world has been built on a legacy of bloodshed. For more
than a century, her homeland the Northern Alliance has fought the Kingdom of
Tressor in what has come to be known as the Perpetual War. While her people look
upon the conflict with reverence, Myranda’s hate for the war has made her an
outcast. When she finds a precious sword among the equipment of a fallen warrior,
she believes her luck may have changed. Little does she imagine that the treasure
will draw her into an adventure of wizards and warriors, soldiers and rebels, and
beasts both noble and monstrous. The journey will teach her much about her
potential, about the origins of the war, and about the threat her world truly faces.
Will Myranda unlock the secret of bringing peace once and for all, or will the world
be lost to the Perpetual War?

Lord of the Flies
How do you catch a man who is never the same man twice? That is the question
posed in The Ninth Orphan, a top-rated international thriller novel and the first
book in The Orphan Trilogy. An orphan grows up to become an assassin for a
highly secretive organization. When he tries to break free and live a normal life, he
is hunted by his mentor and father figure, and by a female orphan he spent his
childhood with. On the run, the mysterious man's life becomes entwined with his
beautiful French-African hostage and a shocking past riddled with the darkest of
conspiracies is revealed. But can the ninth-born orphan ever get off the grid? To
find out you'll need to go on a tumultuous journey around the globe to such farflung locations as China, France, the Philippines, Andorra, America, England,
Germany and French Polynesia. The frenetic cat-and-mouse chase moves from
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airports to train stations and hidden torture prisons, taking the reader on a
shocking, nail-biting ride into the world's closet of skeletons that goes beyond
conspiracy theories to painful reality. Fast-paced, totally fresh and original, filled
with deep and complex characters, The Ninth Orphan is a controversial, highoctane thriller with an edge. Merging fact with fiction, it illuminates shadow
organizations rumored to actually exist in our world. The novel explores a plethora
of conspiracies involving real organizations like the CIA, MI6, and the UN, and
public figures such as President Obama as well as the Clinton, Marcos and Bush
families. Tackling genetic selection, mind control and secret societies, The Ninth
Orphan exposes a global agenda designed to keep the power in the hands of a
select few. The novel's antagonists are members of a shadow government acting
above and beyond the likes of the White House, the FBI, the Pentagon and the
NSA. Could something like this ever take place? Or, is it already taking place right
now? This unique and unpredictable thriller also has a poignant, romantic sub-plot.
The story contains the kind of intimate character portraits usually associated with
psychological novels. Buckle up for a wild trip full of death-defying action, cloak
and dagger intrigue, unexpected role reversals and surprise endings. Written by
father-and-son writing team Lance & James Morcan (authors of The Orphan
Factory, The Orphan Uprisingand Fiji: A Novel), The Ninth Orphan is Book #1 in The
Orphan Trilogy. A feature film adaptation of The Ninth Orphan is also currently
being developed.

The Sword and the Dragon
One of the BBC's '100 Novels That Shaped Our World' A worldwide bestseller and
the first part of Achebe's African Trilogy, Things Fall Apart is the compelling story
of one man's battle to protect his community against the forces of change
Okonkwo is the greatest wrestler and warrior alive, and his fame spreads
throughout West Africa like a bush-fire in the harmattan. But when he accidentally
kills a clansman, things begin to fall apart. Then Okonkwo returns from exile to find
missionaries and colonial governors have arrived in the village. With his world
thrown radically off-balance he can only hurtle towards tragedy. First published in
1958, Chinua Achebe's stark, coolly ironic novel reshaped both African and world
literature, and has sold over ten million copies in forty-five languages. This
arresting parable of a proud but powerless man witnessing the ruin of his people
begins Achebe's landmark trilogy of works chronicling the fate of one African
community, continued in Arrow of God and No Longer at Ease. 'His courage and
generosity are made manifest in the work' Toni Morrison 'The writer in whose
company the prison walls fell down' Nelson Mandela 'A great book, that bespeaks a
great, brave, kind, human spirit' John Updike With an Introduction by Biyi Bandele

City of Orphans
In 1893 New York, thirteen-year-old Maks, a newsboy, teams up with Willa, a
homeless girl, to clear his older sister, Emma, from charges that she stole from the
brand new Waldorf Hotel, where she works. Includes historical notes.

White Spirit (a Novel Based on a True Story)
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The Ninth Orphan
Tales of the Kingdom
A surprising adventure exploring the mysterious origins of Ancient Egypt and its
enigmatic monuments, uncovering long-buried truths and a powerful secret that is
as dangerous as it is awe-inspiring

The Battle of Jericho
Action, intrigue, and danger follow Scarboy wherever he goes, especially in the
Enchanted City, where the “imperfect” are cast away and orphans are enslaved.
Scarboy manages to escape the evil Enchanter to safety in Great Park, but has yet
to confront his greatest fear—and he’ll need enormous courage to conquer it! An
exciting series from best-selling authors David and Karen Mains, the goldmedallion award-winning Tales of the Kingdom offers fast-paced action and
exciting storytelling with a enduring Christian message. Enjoy these classic
allegories teach kids and adults the importance of trusting God as they unveil
fundamental truths about good and evil.
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